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Abstract - Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) experienced high technical revolution. Nowadays, routing in Ad hoc network 

is a challenging task. In addition, different security aspects should be considered to achieve the best performance in the 
network. MANET is a self organized infrastructure less network contain a large number of nodes that connected through 
wireless link .Not like infrastructure  network  which  contains  a  router  to  coordinate  the  routing  and  forwarding  for  
the  packets.  MANET used  in unmanaged and unreachable networks nodes which should coordinate between each other in 
order to deliver the packets from source node to destination node .On-Demand Routing in MANET afford it many 
capabilities and a wide variety of usage . However, securing such type of this network is mandatory because it is vulnerable 
to many kind of attacks .In this paper we will efficiently combine more than one technique in our proposed solution in order 
to fight against the black-hole attack and mitigate the effect of the existence of a malicious node in the network . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Reactive  protocol  are  protocols  that  works  in  a  

wireless environment  which  contains  a  nodes  with  

mobility  and changeable  topology  ,  it  does  not  

maintain  the  routing previously, however it will do 

the route between the two nodes  only  if  needed  

that’s  why  we  call  it  on  demand routing protocols. 

On demand routing protocols that works in   mobile   
Adhoc   networks   does   not   have   to   know 

previously  about  the  full  entire  topology  

.Typically  it  is work    in    infrastructure    less    or    

a    self-configured environment. 

AODV Ad-hoc on demand distance vector is 

infrastructure less  on  demand  reactive  protocol  

operates  in  a  dynamic topology,   it   uses   

multicast   and   unicast   messages   to communicate   

between   the   nodes. MANET is   widely supported 

for a network with mobility nodes. Which found in  

many  application  such  like  military,  Wireless  
Sensor Network,  and  emergency  Sector  .AODV  

used  a  lot  of exchanged messages between the 

nodes of the network the type of messages is : 

1) Route Request message (RReq). 

2) Route Reply message (RRep). 

3) Route Maintain message (RERR). 

 

Multicast   and   unicast   messages   in   RReq   and   

RRep respectively  .Source  node  Broadcast  a  RReq  

message  to communicate  with  the  destination  node  

which  used  a unicast message in order to send the 

RRep message to the source. Another type of 
messages used in the AODV is the HELLO messages  

which  used  to  check  the  connectivity status 

between two nodes. 

Such like any protocol AODV is vulnerable for 

different types of attacks which aims to deduce the  

performance of the network and effect the normal 

operation of the nodes to find  the  shortest  path  to  

forward  the  packet  to  it  toward destination  .There  

are  many  kinds  of  attacks  on  AODV like:- 

1) Blackhole attack. 

2) Grayhole attack. 

3) Wormhole attack. 

4) Sybil attack. 

 
Fig.1. Mobiles in Manet 

 

One of the most famous attack in AODV is the Black 

Hole attack or active Dos attacks which caused by a 

malicious infected  node  that  claiming  to  have  the  
freshness  and shortest path to the destination node 

causing an interruption in finding the correct bath 

between source and destination. The Source node in 

native AODV select the malicious node to bypass the 

data to through it , Since it have the highest DSN 

number and the shortest path to destination. However, 

passing the data to such node will cause all the 

packets to be  dropped  and  will  not  deliver  the  

data  to  the  target destination. 

Gray hole attack: The gray hole node is acting as a 

normal node except that it sometimes act as blackhole 

and switch between  them  So  it  will  drop  the  
packet  selectively  like drop all UDP packets of 50% 

of the packets based on some probability [1]. 

Wormhole attack: This type of attacks needs a 

cooperation between more than one node to construct 
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a tunnel between them capturing the data at one end 

and send it to another end to destroy the packets[1]. 
Sybil  attack:  Multiple  identity obtained  by the  

malicious node . The decision control in this type of 

attack is hard [2]. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 

 

In native AODV Fig.2. if the node S need to 

communicate to  node  D  and  it  didn’t  have  any  

route  to  D  ,  it  will broadcast  RReq  message  to  

its  neighbors  asking  about  a fresh  route  to  

destination  D  ,the  RReq  will  propagate through 

the network until reaching the node D.Then node D 
will send a unicast message RRep and propagate 

through the  nodes  until  reaching  the  node  S. After  

RRep  which include  a  high  destination  sequence  

number  indicating  a fresh route arrived to the source 

node S it will send the data let's say the path is S-A-

B-D . The existence of blackhole node  M  in  the  

network  will  send  RRep  containing  the highest 

destination sequence number in order to gain the 

traffic from the nodes and bypass all the data through 

it in order to drop the packets. 

 

 
Fig.2. AODV Operation 

 
To Secure AODV from different types of attacks 

there are lot of prevention and detection techniques 

[3].To mitigate the effect of the attack and specially 

the blackhole attack which considered in our paper. 

 

One  of  the  most  popular  methods  to  work  

against  the blackhole   node   is   the   baiting   

techniques   [4].   Which depends on the  fake id that 

is broadcast from the  source node   to   all   the   node   

in   the   network   containing   the destination  

number  this  type  of  the  technique  can  be 
classified  the  network  nodes  as  a  malicious  or  

healthy based on the RRep message received to it. 

The unexciting destination  node  which  includes  in  

the  RReq  message broadcasted by the source node, 

cause a blackhole node to send  the  RRep  Based  on  

the  blackhole  characteristics which  reply  to  any  

received  RReq[4].  After the Source node receive 

this RRep message the node is classified as blackhole 

node. 
 

 
Fig.3. Fake RReq Flowchart 

 

Another Baiting technique depends on broadcasting 
RReq message containing the destination id same as 

the source destination id [4]. For any RRep received 

to such RReq it must be detected as a blackhole 

because it is impossible to find  a  shortest  path  for  

the  node  better  than  itself.  Also using one of the 

neighbors id’s to send RReq message is another 

baiting technique and for any RRep message it will 

considered as black hole node because the properties 

of the black  hole  node  is  to  reply  to  any  RReq  

with  highest destination  sequence  number  and  

shortest  path  toward destination. After the node 
detect the blackhole node it will send alarm packet to 

inform other nodes about the black hole . 

 

 
Fig.4. SSN=DSN Flowchart 
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As mentioned earlier it is popular technique to use a 

baiting request in order to detect the black hole node 
in the network. However  smart  black  hole  attack  

will  not  reply  to  the message having the same 

source and destination id .Also it the  smart  black  

hole  can  use  an  anti-alarm  message  to inform all 

the node to discard the alarm message. 

Many models and algorithm developed recently to 

detect and prevent from the black hole attack we will 

check in the related work section some of the 

methods applied to different topology in AODV. 

Typically, any detection and prevention model will 

affect the normal work of the native protocols and 

will have side effect on the key performance metric 
such like throughput, delay, packet delivery ratio, etc. 

 

III. RELATED WORKS 

 

In [4] the proposed solution is used a baiting 

techniques to send RReq with nonexistent id ,and will 

initiate a timer in order to regenerate RReq, from the 

other hand it will deny the   communication   from   

unknown   nodes   (not   in   its neighbor  list)  and  

will  drop  the  RRep  messages  as  well. Also  it  is  

not  provided  with  collaborative  black  hole 
detection mechanism and it is not reliable and 

scalable to a network with a large number of nodes 

because it  deny the communication   from   non-

neighbors   nodes   and   always request  a  RRep  

from  the  destination  node  otherwise  the RRep will 

be discarded however if there is an intermediate node 

with fresh route to destination and send a RRep 

 

In [5] a validity bits mechanism is used to identify the 

black  hole  node  using  detect  route  request  

DRReq  and detect route reply DRRep the basic idea 

is to include two ip address in the DRReq message 
one is valid ip and the other is not . The black hole 

node will respond to both ip address and will never 

do a lookup in its table if the route is valid  or do  a  

forward  to  this  request  to  another  node  toward  

the destination.  Two  bit  flag  is  added  to  the  

DRRep  for detection  when  the  value  is 01  route  

for  invalid  ip  or  11 route  for  both  then  the  node  

is  marked  as  black  hole otherwise if it is 10 it will 

be marked as trust node which means route to only 

valid ip. 

 
In [6] artificial intelligence is used in this  system and 

applied the neural network mechanism to detect and 

prevent from  the  black  hole,  the  algorithm  used  

to  initialize  the network  with N nodes starting from 

1  to N, Source node used  to  send  RReq  and  wait  

for  the  RRep  then  it  will calculate the packet drop 

ratio PDR from all the RRep that are  not  received  to  

the  source,  and  then  calculate  the AVGPDR   for   

each   node   separately.   Comparing   the AVGPDR  

with  a  threshold  which  equal  to  (1/N)  x  (sum 

PDR) if greater than the node is trusted otherwise the 

node is untrusted. Then apply the neural network 

technique with inputs like number of packet send and 

forwarded, PDR, and node id. Then check the output 
if equal to zero and node is untrusted then the node is 

malicious  otherwise  allow  the communication. 

In   [7]   The   proposed   system   is   used   the   

baiting techniques to send RReq with nonexistent 

node id to check whether  the  node  is  malicious  or  

not  and  also  provide  a strategy to detect the 

cooperative black  hole attack result show a 

performance enhancement in overall the network but 

lot  of  overhead  messages  exchanged  and  not  

scalable solution so increasing the number of nodes 

will degrade the performance. 

 
In [8] The proposed system used a baiting techniques 

to send RReq with source id is equal to destination id 

. So for any RRep  message  with  higher  destination  

sequence  will considered as a malicious because 

there is no shortest path or  higher  destination  

sequence  number  than  the  source sequence 

number. The proposed solution didn’t resolve the 

problem of the smart black hole attack which may not 

send RRep  when it check if the source and 

destination are the same   and   it   lakes   from   any   

solution   regarding   the collaborative blackhole 
attack . 

 

In  [9]  a  predefined  threshold  (TV)  is  used  in  this 

proposed  system  which  is  equal  to  number  of  the  

RRep message divided by RReq message to the 

which received to the node. In this solution the node 

must be in promiscuous mode which allow it from 

overhear within its transmission range  and  construct  

two  tables  packet  monitoring  and malicious node 

table. The threshold value range from 0 to 1 if the 

value is less than 0.25 then it will consider malicious 

node also it uses the alarm packet to inform other 
packets that a malicious node is detecting .This 

solution could do nothing with smart black hole node 

which  send  an  anti- alarm packets to all the nodes 

in order to ignore the alarm packet. 

 

In [10] Intrusion detection system is used two stages 

to detect the blackhole node . In the first stage will 

monitor the RReq   and   RRep   messages   and   

construct   two   tables containing time stamp of the 

arrival time for each RRep, and the sequence number. 

Source  node have to  wait double the time before of 
RRep in order to receive more than 1 RRep message.  

Through  the  second  stage  they  will  check  the 

destination sequence number table and choose the 

minimum number  to  forward  the  data. In  fact  

when  there  is only one RRep  packet  it  will  

consider  trusted  otherwise  there  is  a malicious 

node. 

 

In [11] the solution is depends on implementation 

using watchdog mechanism to detect the misbehavior 

node and isolate it and this is done by keeping the 

send packet in the buffer and compared with the 
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passive overheard packet is there is a match then the 

packet is removed, otherwise the counter of the 
watchdog increased and detect the node as 

misbehavior until exceeding a certain threshold value 

then push the node in blackhole list. 

 

In  [12]  Model  is  proposed  a  watch  Model  is  

proposed  a watchdog timer in precious mode which 

listen to all nodes in its coverage and it monitors if 

the node is forward the packets or not, with the help 

of packet loss ratio (PLR) a threshold is obtained and 

decision making by a watchdog to classify the nodes 

as malicious and not. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed technique is take into consideration the 

following methodology to decide that the node is 

malicious or not. 

Step 1:  The first stage of the algorithm will use the 

RReq message  as  a  baiting  technique  to  send  a  

fake  RREQ message. 

 

Step  2:  Start  a  timer  after  sending  the  baiting  

RREQ message and wait a period of time equal to 
double time the first RREP arrived to send the data. 

 

Step 3: IF received RREP then push the node in black 

hole list. 

 

Step  4: The  second  stage is depend broadcasting a 

RReq message  from the  source  node  that need  to  

communicate with the destination node . 

 

Step 5: When receiving the RREP message it will 

store the Destination  Sequence  number  in  a  

separate  table  called DTable and also register the 
time stamp that the message arrived. 

 

Step 6: Then we will calculate the AVG of the DSN 

for this table. And check the arrived destination 

sequence number if it is larger than the average or 

within the range. Then decide if it is malicious node 

or not. If the DSN is greater than the average 

Destination number then push it in a black hole list. 

 

Step 7:When receiving the RRep message we will 

check the DSN of the neighbor if it is greater than the 
AVGDSN then push the neighbor node to 

collaborative black hole list. 

 

Stage  One:-We  will  use  a  baiting  technique  

method  to broadcast  a  fake  route  request  with  an  

unexciting  ID  as mentioned in Fig.1 above. Then we 

will start a timer and wait double time the first RRep 

message arrived in order to receive  more  than  one  

RRep  message.  If  we  receive  any RRep message 

then we will push the node to black hole list. directly 

because the node id is not existing. Then reset the 

timer and send another RReq in order to discover 

another black hole nodes in the network. 
 

Stage two : Broadcasting RReq message from source 

node need  to  be  communicated  to  destination  

node, and  wait double time for the received first 

RRep (RRep_Wait_time) before sending the data. For 

any RRep message that arrived we will store the 

destination sequence number into separate table 

called D-table and calculate the average of 

destination sequence number for any node that have a 

greater DSN than the average then push it in a black 

hole list and choose the approximately the minimum 

DSN to send the data . 
 

Stage Three : for any RRep message received to the 

source node we will check the neighbors of that node 

if DSN is approximately equal the AVGDSN then 

push the neighbor node to the collaborative black list 

nodes. 

 

 

 
Fig.5.Proposed Model Flowchart 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

MANET  is   an   emergent   technology   with   

widely   used applications, It is important to address 

the issue of security because   this   type   of   

networks   worked   in   unfixed environment . This 

proposed model is combined more than one 
mechanism to enhanced the work of the native 

AODV without  affecting  the  Quality  Of  Service  

(QoS)  of  the applications   that   are   using   such   

type   of   protocol. Furthermore  in future we hope to 

add some other modules to  our  proposed  system  

and  work  against  the  black  hole node  such  like  

an  additional  watchdog  timer  in  order  to monitor 

the healthiness of nodes and isolate the black hole 

node. 
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